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ROHL Reimagines One of Italy’s Most Architecturally Inspired Plazas into New Faucet
New ROHL Italian Campo Kitchen Series Makes an Appearance at the Architectural Digest
Design Show

Irvine, CA – March, 2018 – Long regarded for discovering authentic luxury decorative
plumbing and hardware designs from around the world for the kitchen and bath industry,
ROHL introduces its newest kitchen faucet design, the Italian Campo Kitchen Series. Crafted
in Northern Italy and named for Piazza del Campo in Sienna, Italy, the ROHL Italian Kitchen
Campo Series celebrates the famous systems of conduits that bring water to the area. In the
14th century miles of tunnels and aqueducts were built, delivering water to the famous Font
Gaia – or Fountain of the World. The Campo handle and escutcheon design emulates the
valve/stem combination used in the building of industrial conduit systems.

First introduced in 2017 as a bathroom faucet, the popularity of the Campo design spawned
the creation of a complementary kitchen design - the Italian Kitchen Campo Deck Mount USpout 3-Leg Bridge Faucet with Sidespray (A3558). The Italian Campo Bridge Kitchen Faucet
is available with Industrial Metal Wheel Handles (A3358IW) or Industrial Metal Lever Handles
(A3358IL), as well as a variety of finishes including Polished Chrome, Italian Brass, Matte
Black, Polished Nickel, Satin Nickel and Tuscan Brass. An Unlacquered Brass finish is also
available by special order.
Attendees to the show can get a look at the new ROHL Italian Kitchen Campo in the House Of
Rohl booth, 439.
Additional Faucet Details:
 Ceramic disc control cartridges
 9 27/32" reach swivel spout
 10 61/64" high column spout
 1/2"M supplies, 1.5 GPM
 4-holes required
 2 1/8" max installation depth on deck
 Insulated brass sidespray with serviceable cartridge for easy maintenance
 Brass construction
 Above deck straight union extension is C7205EXT
About ROHL
In 1983 ROHL revolutionized the decorative plumbing and hardware industry when Ken Rohl
discovered and introduced the Pull-Out Kitchen Faucet to America. Today, all ROHL products
are still discovered and sourced from towns and villages of Great Britain, Western Europe,
North America, and New Zealand, where they are crafted to rigid specifications and uniquely
tailored for luxury homes, resorts and boutique hotels.
Each ROHL product is a statement of Authentic Luxury, where original design and a
commitment to craft come together, connecting touch of hand, truth in materials and place
of origin. ROHL is a member of the Fortune Brands Home & Security, Inc.’s Global Plumbing
Group (NYSE: FBHS). For more information, please visit www.rohlhome.com.
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